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In Dense Atmosphere: Phase I
by
D. A. deWolf and J. W. Davenport
RCA Laboratories
Princeton, New Jersey
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An analysis was made of the turbulence-induced fluctuations in
refractive index in the Venusian atmosphere. These fluctuations, which
are spatially inhomogeneous, are shown to scatter radio waves and lead
to signal fading and attenuation on line-of-sight paths. From estimates
of the strength of the turbulence obtained with the aid of Venera-4 data,
radiowave fading was calculated for the Venusian atmosphere and compared
with the Mariner-5 S-band experiment.
In the Earth's atmosphere the magnitude of the refractive-index
fluctuations is usually not sufficient to cause serious fading of radio
signals on line-of-sight paths. However, the Venusian atmosphere
supports considerably stronger fluctuations because its density is much
greater than Earth's. Depending on the frequency and depth of penetra-
tion of the radio signal into the Venusian atmosphere, fading up to
20 dB may be expected.
A comparison of our estimates with measured fading on the Mariner-5
S-band occultation experiment indicates reasonably good correlation as
can be seen from Fig. 2 and JPL measurements reproduced in Fig. 3. A
detailed discussion of this key result is presented in Section IV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This investigation was prompted by important and previously not-
considered aspects of radio propagation that are vital to NASA's
systematic exploration of the solar system by space ships or probes.
Radio propagation obviously plays two major roles: (1) in relaying data
between probe and Earth and (2) in analyzing planetary and satellite
environments. The problems that arise in both roles are not independent;
e.g., the propagation distances to the planets are so large that extra
signal loss above the usual R-2 power decay due to planetary environment
can be critical if not allowed for in the design of the communications
systems.
The earliest deep-space exploration was by Moon- and Mars-bound
probes. Since neither of these two celestial bodies have appreciable
atmospheres, the only environmental effect upon communications (aside
from sheer loss of signal due to probe eclipse) appeared to be fading
due to interference of the direct-signal component with a rough-surface
reflected component. Multipath fading of signals propagating close to a
rough planetary surface was therefore the subject of a preceding study
under the auspices of NASA (ref. 1).
By 1967, exploration had been extended to the planet Venus which
has a much denser atmosphere than Earth. In October of that year, a
Russian probe, Venera 4, was sent to a soft landing on Venus, and an
American probe, Mariner-5, was occulted by the planet. Severe
atmospheric effects upon the communication links were expected and
experienced, but the precise nature of these effects remained to be
investigated. The following categories of atmospheric effects have been
known to be of some importance in communicating through the earth's
atmosphere:
(1) Signal attenuation through absorption of EM (electromagnetic)
energy by atmospheric constituents. On Earth this becomes
significant above 10 GHz.
(2) Signal attenuation by systematic defocusing due to ray refrac-
tion caused by gradients in the refractive index. Also,
apparent displacement of signal emitter from real angular
direction by the same mechanism. On Earth this is not an
important phenomenon at most frequencies of interest.
(3) Increased noise due to sources near the planet. These
sources may be in the frequency range of interest.
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(4) Fluctuations in signal strength (fading) due to varying
atmospheric inhomogeneities which irregularly focus and
defocus the propagating signals. On Earth, this is not
significant until one reaches the optical frequencies.
The very dense atmosphere of Venus might therefore be expected to
influence propagating signals appreciably and differently from that of
Earth's. Occultation has indeed been accompanied by strong gradual
signal loss due to beam defocusing (ref. 2) (absorption appears to be
insignificant at the utilized gigahertz frequencies), as well as by
other large refractive effects which have been used to determine the
refractive-index profile of the Venusian atmosphere (ref. 3). Fluctua-
tions have not been considered in these analyses, but they have been
experienced. Assuming that the ratio of Earth's steady-state parameters
relative to those deduced for Venus (ref. 4) were equally valid for the
turbulence parameters, then very severe fading of line-of-sight radio
signals propagating only tens of kilometers through the Venusian
atmosphere would be expected (in contradistinction to that in Earth's
atmosphere). The question of turbulence in denser planetary atmospheres
becomes important and needs to be considered in planning communication
links in connection with space-exploration.
The present study is thus aimed at investigating previously uncon-
sidered effects of a dense atmosphere upon line-of-sight propagation of
EX signals. We have felt that major emphasis should be placed upon
fading of signal due to turbulence, and that the planet Venus (probed
twice at the time of contract initiation) should be the first specific
object of study. Subsequently, a start has been made in extrapolating
results to Jupiter - a planet which has not been probed yet and there-
fore cannot be studied in as much detail as Venus. This Final Report
will review and summarize the studies performed by R ICA for NASA under
the present contract. One section of this report will give meaningful
estimates of tutbulence-induced fading in the Venusian atmosphere. First
we will discuss quite generally refractive effects in a planetary
atmosphere, then those due to cumulative perturbations by turbulence-
induced irregularities along the ray paths. We will summarize the
applications to Venus and finally indicate the preliminary results
computed for Jupiter. Detailed results have been collected in two
appendices in which pertinent references to the literature are
collected.
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II. SYSTEMATIC REFRACTION: DEFOCUSING
The refractive index n(Ro+z) of the atmosphere of a spherical planet
with radius Ro is a function of the height z above the surface. To
first approximation, one may ignore the variations of n with location
at fixed height and describe n(R) by
n(R) - 1 + Ej sj pj /T	 (1)
where T is the temperature, the Sj are constants which characterize the
electrical behavior of the various constituents, and pj is the partial
pressure of the j-th component (the temperature and partial pressure are
functions of R). The difference n-1 is a quantity of the order of
10-6 to 10-5 on Earth and probably Jupiter (above the cloud layer) but
is likely to be three orders of magnitude higher on Venus. It varies
by a factor a in a scale height (by definition) and since scale heights
on all planets in question are in the range of 10 km to 20 km, changes
in refractive properties are felt only after many thousands of wave-
lengths at UHF and higher frequencies. Radio and radar waves in such an
atmosphere behave like light rays in a spherical lens which has radially
varying glass properties; they travel along rays which trace paths s
along slowly changing directions denoted by unit vectors g making angles
7T/2-6s with the local-unit radial vectors R. These rays ..lie in planes
through the planet's center, and n(R) and ray curvature K - d g /ds are
given (ref. 5) by the well-known formulas
R(s)n(s)sin6 s = const.
(2)
n(s)K = On-'sdn/ds
The second of these formulas is quite general and not restricted to
spherical geometry. The JPL-Stanford Mariner group has utilized these
formulas to obtain n and grad n from observed ray retardation and
bending during occultation (ref. 6). Conversely, refractive-index pro-
files can be utilized in Eqs. (2) to compute the principal refractive
effects.
One can certify from the second of Eqs. (2) than a narrow beam
propagating through such an atmosphere will be refracted toward the sur-
face and defocused. Furthermore, the magnitude of n- lOn can be so large
that the magnitude of K exceeds R-1 ; in that case a tangential ray is
refracted into the surface. Such strong super-refractive effects imply
that a portion of the atmosphere cannot be analyzed by occultation
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Experiments; rays entering it cannot exit anymore. Therefore, other
workers (refs. 4,7) have computed super-refractive parameters z c and 6c
for Venus. The critical height zc is the one at which a tangential ray
remains tangential, and the critical angle 8c of a ray with the surface
tangential is one such that the ray neither escapes nor is refracted
back into the surface. There are no real values of z c and 6c on Earth
bec se n-1 grad n is too small everywhere.
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III. IRREGULAR REFRACTION: SIGNAL FADING
In occultation, rays can travel tens of kilometers through the
atmosphere without changes in altitude comparable to a scale height. In
such situations fluctuations in n(R) will be of importance. In order to
clarify to the reader what this means, it will be necessary to utilize a
few simple formulas. The ray concept can be retained, and geometrical
optics relates the phase 0 of the electric field E at point s of the tra-
jectory to a preceding point s 0 by the ray-trajectory integral
s
(s)	 (s 0 ) + k 
f	
ds'n(s' )
	
(3)
s
0
From simple geometrical considerations applied to the second of Egs.(2)
it can be seen that the angular change from s0 to s is
s
e = k-1 ©T I 
r 
$ (s )-m (s0 ) ] + _ f	 ds' IT ' n (s')	 (4)L	
s 0
where OT is the local gradient perpendicular to g . The first of Egs.(2)
is a consequence of Egs.(3) and (4) for spherical symmetry, but the
latter equations will serve for discussion of irregular fluctuations do
superimposed upon n (R), the average (spherically symmetric) refractive-
index profile. The fluctuations do are transported by concomitant fluc-
tuations in the gaseous parameters p and T of Eq.(1), or by electron-
density fluctuations in the case of an ionized atmosphere. Consequently,
do is a function of time as well as of location and the rays will
fluctuate in time and with location around 6 by the corollary of Eq.^4):
68 =	 ds'VT'dn(s')
	
(5)
s
0
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This is not quite proper because either s or so must also change, but
that is an unimportant detail here. The angular fluctuation 66 has zero
mean, and a variance given by the mean square of Eq.(5) which yields,
dimensionally, <(d6) 2 > ti L <(6n) 2 > /R where R is a measure of the curva-
ture of dn, and L is the pathlength. When the lateral deflection of the
ray is as much as by Z, then totally uncorrelateC rays can interact.
By simple geometry, that occurs when L 3 <(6n) 2 >9.-3 > 1. The inter-
section leads to serious fading if the two rays are out of phase. The
difference in optical path (in radians) is just A0 - 0(s o ), which by
virtu;e of Eq.(3) is also zero on the average but will have a variance
k2 XL <(6n) 2 > . The likelihood of serious fading therefore also requires
k2 9.L <(6n) 2 > > tt 2 . This last requirement is somewhat more stringent
because k2RL <(6n) 2 j factors into L3 <(6n) 2 > k-3 times (ki 2 /L) 2 and the
second factor can be small even when the first is large. Oa the other
hand, large k2XL <(6n) 2 >  will nearly always guarantee strong curvature
or multiple curvature effects.
This oversimplified pict re serves to show that signal scintillation
is governed by a parameter a E - k2 LLE 2 where E2 is a shorthand notation
for 4 <(6n) 2 > . Turbulence theory predicts that the curvature (or
correlation) scales of do (or of e - 26n) lie between a microscale £o
and a macroscale Lo, and R- 1 is an average inverse scale determined by
weighting all permissible inverse scales with an energy-probability
function.
The information yielding a l  is not sufficient. Turbulence must be
maintained if scintillations are to be fel over an appreciable period
of time. The turbulence-stress forces on the gaseous mass must overcome
the viscous forces, i.e., the Reynolds number Re must be large (ref. 8).
The significance of this criterion with respect to the atmospheric
parameters is discussed in Appendix A. Other numbers, such as
Richardson's which express the ability of turbulence to maintain itself
in a gravitational field, can give rise to further criteria, but these
will not be discussed here.
Scintillation of signals includes statistical fluctuation of the
signal strength as a chief matter of concern. The strength of
scintillation is expressed by the irradiance (or flux-intensity) variance
(6l) 2 > which is related to a E 2 by (ref. 9)
7
(6I) 2 >= I0
2 ll-exp (-4a 
C 
2]	 (6)
where Io is the average irradiance. It must be stressed that little
experimental evidence exists that confirms or negates Eq.(6), for
aE > 1. The applications to be discussed later, however, do not lean
heavily upon the less certain region of validity of Eq.(6). The rate of
scintillation is a gross parameter expressing the typical frequencies
(or power-spectral content) of I(t). It is often expressed in terms of
the average number of I(t) crossings over the mean 1  per unit time, fit
which is related to I(t) by (ref. 10)
1 1/2
f  = (27r) -1 < (dI/dt) 2 > / < 12> J	 (7)
As in the case of <(6I) 2 > , it is possible to express f  in terms of
the atmospheric parameters. Equations (A-5) to (A-8) of Appendix A
do so for homogeneous turbulence.
While the above considerations have been introduced specifically to
account for fluctuations 6n in a layer at fixed altitude, they also hold
for non-horizontal propagation in which rays traverse several, or a
continum, of layers. The formulation is easily extended then to the
inhomogeneous profile n(r), encountered by non-horizontal rays, by
replacing <(6n) 2 >L  by a path integral of <[6n(s)] 2 > in which the
variance quantity changes with altitude as n2 (s). Thus, it is 
ae2 
that
is modified to include the geometrical effects.
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IV. PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON VENUS
We have attempted in the previous two sections to distinguish
between steady, non-fluctuating and between irregularly fluctuating
propagation effects. With respect to propagation through the Venusian
atmosphere, the steady-state effects were reasonably well established at
the initiation of the present contract (ref. 11). Therefore, contract
efforts pertaining to Venus have been directed solely to turbulence-
induced signal fading on communication links in the vicinity of that
planet.
From the preceding discussions, it has been made plausible that
knowledge of <(6I) 2 > /I02 GI2 , of fA , and of Re as functions of the
atmospheric parameters would be indicative of the major fading effects.
The normalized variance a12 is a function of a.2, as we have shown in
Eq. (6), and a E2 requires knowledge of E2 , and Lo aside from the utilized
wavenumber k and effective pathlength L. The fading rate [see Eq. (A-14)
of Appendix A] f 1 requires additional knowledge of viscosity v and of a
typical velocity U. The viscosity need be known only approximately, and
it can be deduced sufficiently accurately from the known steady-state
conditions of the Venusian atmosphere. Therefore three variables,
E 2 (z), Lo , and U must be determined. Of these, it appears that Lo and U
will be less sensitive to altitude z, than E 2 (z). If so, one measurement
of G12 and two measurements of f 1 will suffice to determine the unknown
parameters, provided the hypothetical scaling of E 2 (z), and relative
independence of Lo and U from z are correct.
Our first goal has been to determine E 2 (z), U, and Lo from the
available Venera-4 and Mariner-5 measurements. Kolosov, et al., (ref. 12)
reported a value of a 12 and of f 1 measured by Verera-4 as it descended
into the Venusian atmosphere. These two measurements enabled us to
determine E 2 (z) and Lo in terms of the unknown U, as described in
detail in Appendix A. The macroscale Lo is proportional to U9/7 [see
Eq. (A-14)], but a 12 (z) and f 1 can be scaled to the measured values with-
out further knowledge of U under the hypothesis that U and L o are not
very variable. Explicit estimates of Lo based upon circulation-velocity
estimates (ref. 13) were found to be in a range similar to Earth-based
turbulence macroscales [Eq. (A-17)].
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Later, Mariner-5 signal geometry coordinates were made available to
us by A. More of JPL, and we obtained new, independently measured
values of a12 and f I . The new measurement of a12 provided a check on
the consistency of the assummption that e(z) scales with altitude as the
steady-state parameter p, and that Lo is relatively independent of
location. In fact, the modeled a I2 (z) from Venera-4 data predicts the
value for the geometrically different Mariner-5 situation very well, as
a sample calculation [Fig. 4] showed. the new measurement of fI enables
us to determine the unknown parameter U, and thus the macroscale Lo.
The obtained range of values (due to experimental uncertainty in f I ) is
consistent with the older circulation-velocity estimates (refer to
Appendix B for details).
A further consequence of the turbulence formalism is that frequency-
selective fading is a relatively minor problem, overshadowed when it
occurs by strong collective fading.
Figure A-2 contains two sets of curves summarizing the results
obtained from analysis of Venera-4 fading measurements. The full lines
are plots of e(z) versus altitude z above the planet's surface; there
are three of these, each of which corresponds to an estimate of the
(unknown) velocity parameter U. The dashed lines are plots of the
fading-strength parameter GE = [k2LLi e 2 (z)] 1/2 which is independent of U.
Plots at three	 juencies are shown (including a correction for
transition to k7 ZZ frequency dependence at 10 GHz) for vertical
propagation to or from a probe at altitude z about the Venusian surface.
These latter curves can be modified to describe the fading strength
along ray paths appropriate to the Mariner-5 occultation experiment by
scaling a e by the fEctor (47R/h) 1/4 where h is the scale height of the
Venusian atmosphere and R the distance of the ray to the planet's center
(at closest approach). In Fig. 1 which translates the parametric
results for J e (z) into conventional fading-estimate plots introduced
by Norton, et al (ref. 14), we have plotted the fading depth at the 99%
level (i.e. 99% of the time the signal fades relative to the madian are
less than indicated on the ordinate) as a function of probe altitude and
frequency of a transmitter beaming vertically upwards as in the Venera-4
experiment.
As a footnote to Fig. 1 we remark that the signal was assumed to
consist of a steady component with power Ioexp(-2ae 2 ) and a Rayleigh-
distributed fluctuating component with average power I o [l-exp(-20e )].
The Norton parameter K is the ratio of these powers in dB, i.e.
K = l0log[exp(2ae2)-1].
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Figure 1. Estimated fading (in dB) for vertical propagation through
the Venusian atmosphere as a function of frequency and
probe altitude.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the fading depth at the 99%, 90%, and 80%
levels for the Mariner-5 (occultation) geometry as a function of altitude
of closest approach of the rays to the surface. These are based on
rescaled Venera-4 measurements utilizing the Mariner-5 frequency. These
predictions should be compared to the published S-band signal-attenuation
curve of ref. 2 which we have reproduced as Fig. 3 in this report. It
is to be noted that as the ray paths of the Mariner-5 S-band signals
penetrate deeper into the Venusian atmosphere fading increases. A com-
parison with the analytical estimates in Fig. 1 indicate a good correla-
tion, both qualitative and quantitative, between our theory and the
Mariner-5 signal level measurements.
In view of this agreement, it is of interest to re-examine the
expanded portion of the Mariner-5 data shown in Fig. 4. It does not
exhibit strong fades of 10 dB or more. However, this 20-second data
interval contains no more than 10 independent fluctuations (corresponding
to an observed fading rate of 0.5 Hz) and therefore one cannot analyze
it with a 90% fading-depth curve. Instead, we consider the 80% to 90%
levels in order to estimate the largest fades observed. It is not
possible to consider longer intervals because the statistics are not
stationary. Figure 4 indicates several fades (in the received power)
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between 2 dB and 3 dB. This appears to agree quite reasonably with the
80% fading depth point (which is given in Fig. ?) for an altitude of
40 km. Unfortunately the altitude corresponding to the given time of
17m:40s is unknown, nor are the available estimates sufficiently
accurate. A relative altitude scale does exist, according to which
these data correspond to a closest-approach altitude of 2 km above that
at 17m:42s beyond which time no further signals can be extracted from
the noise. From the strongly decreased velocity at which the
closest-approach distance decreases with observation time, we surmitz% at
the present time that these data correspond therefore to only several
km above the super-refractive layer, i.e., to R- 40 km. The predictions
in Fig. 2 therefore appear to be reasonable after making the necessary
adjustments to a curve corresponding to the 80% fading-depth level and
allowing for an (unknown) error of several km in the ray-penetration
depth at 17m:40s.
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V. PROPAGATION ON JUPITER
A. GENERAL
An analysis of radiowave propagation effects in the Jovian environ-
ment has been undertaken. In general, the same considerations that
were important for Venus will apply; namely, atmospheric effects giving
rise to absorption, refraction, and scattering by turbulent fluctuations
and possible ionospheric effects. Intimately associated with the last
of these is the non-thermal microwave emission (noise) which extends
over the frequency range of interest for interplanetary communications.
Estimates of parameters relevant to communication unfortunately must be
based on planetary models plus the scant data which are available.
These consist of estimates of the atmospheric temperature, pressure,
and composition based on the thermal radiation, the optical spectra of
reflected sunlight, and a chance photometric observation of the occulta-
tion of a star by Jupiter. In addition, the non-thermal microwave
emission from 10 MHz to 10 GHz can be used to estimate the electron
concentration in the ionosphere. Two useful compendia of Jovian
properties were utilized in this report - the NASA handbook (ref. 15)
and the volume by Moroz (ref. lb). For convenience the most often used
quantities are listed in Table I. The specific model given by Moroz was
utilized for calculations.
The visible disk of Jupiter consists of a cloud layer which is
estimated to be about 1000 km from the planetary surface (ref. 18).
Above this cloud layer a relatively clear atmosphere exists which is
believed to be composed primarily of hydrogen and helium. The pressure
and temperature at the top of the cloud layer are 3.8 atmospheres and
170°K respectively, and the scale height is roughly 22 km (ref. 17).
Since no visible observations below the cloud layer are possible, most
of what follows applies only to the upper atmosphere (above the cloud
layer) and to the ionosphere.
The first, signal-degrading atmospheric effect for Jupiter is
absorption loss, which is indicated by resonance lines in the spectra
of the molecular constituents. Only one such line has been identified,
namely that of deuterated ammonia (ND 3 ) and it is of clear at the
present time how serious it will be. However, ND3 has an absorption
line at about 2 GHz. If the strength of this absorption line is
sufficiently great, this may turn out to be a parameter of great
importance to communication-link design. It should be emphasized that
the natural abundance of deuterium and therefore ND 3 is expected to be
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Table I
Physical Properties of Jupiter
Radius . . . . . . . .	 . . . . . . . . . . R  x
 72,000 km
Surface gravitational acceleration . . . . . gJ
 
%w25  m/sect
Rotational Period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T x 9 hr. 55 min.
Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M J x 1.88 x 1027 kg
Upper Atmosphere
Composition (by volume). . . . . . . . . .
Mean molecular weight. . . . . . . . . . . .
Scale height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pressure	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Temperature	 (at the cloud layer). . . . .
Density
	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Viscosity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kinematic Viscosity . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mean dielectric constant . . . . . . . . . .
H2 -- 70%
He - 30%
m = 2.6
h22 km
Po
 = 3.8 Atm.
T = 170°K
0
p o = 0.95 kg/m3
p -6 x 10-5
 poise
V -6.4 x 10-6 m2/sec
1-e = 1.3 x 1 30
These data are all based on the working model given by Moroz
(ref. 17) .
quite small. However, the fact that its absorption line is so close in
itequency to the usual space-communication links means that some
realistic estimate of the loss should be made. This could be done by
using the known relative abundance of deuterium (with respect to
hydrogen) for earth, combined with estimated hydrogen and ammonia
concentrations for Jupiter.
Then there are refraction effects and the phenomenon of super-
refractivity which was discussed in Section II. By assuming an
exponential atmosphere with a scale height of 22 km, the critical
height and critical angle follow from Egs.(2). For Jupiter these values
are 16 km and 2° respectively as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
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Finally, we consider effects due to turbulence, namely fluctuations
in the received signal (fading) as outlined in Section III. These esti-
mates were also confined to the region above the cloud layer. First, in
order that there be turbulence the Reynolds number (Re = pvt/u) must be
large compared to unity. Here p = gas density, v = velocity, Q -
characteristic length, and U = viscosity. It is not unusual to have high
Re in atmospheric problems because the characteristic lengths can be
quite large. On Jupiter, the velocities are expected to be large
because of the high Coriolis forces which in turn result from the low
rotational period (about 10 hours). The wind velocity can be estimated
in the following way: the cloud layer does not rotate uniformly but
appears to break up into bands which rotate at slightly different
velocities. The difference in rotational period for two adjacent bands
is in some cases as high as five minutes. The velocity of any one band
is v = 27R/T where R is the radius and T the rotational period. The
difference in velocity at the interface between two such bands is 6v =
27TR 6T/T 2 X100 m/sec.
It is argued that wind velocities of that order of magnitude must
exist in the atmosphere near such transitions. The scale length is very
difficult to estimate; all one can really do is extrapolate known Earth
values. We chose 10 meters as being a representative value. Taking
values of the viscosity and density at the cloud layer (see Table I) we
find that Re -108. So it is very likely that turbulence exists in the
atmosphere - the problem is to estimate its effects.
As pointed out in Appendix A the quanity of importance in propaga-
tion effects is a E 2 = k2 E 4LiL, where k is the wave number, - E 2 the
variance of the relative dielectric constant (the average a is close to
unity), Li is an integral scale of the turbulence, and L the effective
propagation path. We will take k = 60/m (3.0 GHz) and Li = 10 m (as a
best guess). The propagation path can be Estimated from the geometry
and depends on the type of path. The largest effective pathlength will
be VTRh -_2000 km. Estimates of e 2 are more difficult. As a rule of
thumb, the ratio of E to 1-e varies much more slowly from one turbulent
situation to another than either quantity will. This means -that the
variance, e, can be scaled linearly with the mean value, 1 -E; and since
e is known for Earth and has been estimated for Venus, two different
values can be obtained for Jupiter. From Table II we see that the
values 1-e are comparable for Earth and Jupiter and about one order of
magnitude larger for Venus. This result is consistent with the fact
that the upper atmosphere of Jupiter is much less dense than the lower
atmosphere of Venus. Using the numbers of Table II, and applying the
above-mentioned scaling procedure_ we are faced with a dilemma because
the Earth and Venus ratios e2 /(1-e) 2
 differ by a factor of 10 2 or so.
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Table II
Comparison of Data
EARTH VENUS JUPITER
1 -E 5.3 x 10' 4 t0 - 2 1.3 x 10 - 3
(a)	 1.2x10- II
E 2 2 x 10' 12 10"^ (bl 1.7 x 10-9
{ e 1	 5 x 10"i2
2E 7,1 % 10-6 10 -3 —
II - E 12
L^ IOm IOm IOm
L 4xl0sm 5xl0sm 2.2X106m
QE 2 2.8 x 10-p 2 x 10 3
(al 0°6
(bl	 135
l c l	 0.4
NOTE:
l01 DIRECT SCALING FROM EARTH VALUES
(bl DIRECT SCALING FROM VENUS VALUES
(c) CALCULATED ASSUMING GRADIENT MIXING
TURBULENCE.
SEE NOTE
SEE NOTE
Scaling the Earth ratio, we find for propagation paths tangential to the
cloud layer (the case of maximal e 2L) that o E2 ^ 1, i.e., fading effects
are barely significant. If the Venus ratio is utilized with the same
choice of other parameters, we find a£ 2 x 135. So extrapolation of the
Venus parameters predicts appreciable fading for some propagation paths.
It should be noted that the estimates of Venus dielectric fluctuations
depend on very few, highly interpreted data and should, therefore, be
considered somewhat speculative. However, the discrepancy is sufficiently
serious to rule out a conclusion at present.
A prediction of the ratio tr/(1-E) has been given for gradient-
mixing turbulence in the book by Tatarski (ref. 19). Given a rigid sur-
face, he shows that the refractive index fluctuations can be related to
the mean refractive index and the temperature gradient or lapse rate.
This is a remarkably simple result considering the complexity of the
turbulence problem. Nevertheless, the result compares favorably with
experiment in the Earth's boundary layer, i.e., up to a height of a few
kilometers. Unfortunately, the total scattering region in our case
would be approximately the scale height or 22 km for Jupiter.
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Furthermore, one cannot extrapolate the gradient-mixing turbulence
Affects into the region beyond the boundary layer. Nevertheless, the
estimate being quantitative serves as a guide, and we apply it as
follows to Jupiter: inserting Tatarski's formula (ref. 20) for the
structure function constant CN2 into Strohbehn's formula (ref. 21)
relating E 2 to CN2 , one finds:
2
e2 = a2 L 2 1—e ^Y .F 8T ^ 	 (8)
o	 T	 a	 8z
where	 a2 constant ^ 5
L	 macroscale of turbulence
0
T = absolute temperature
Ya = adiabatic lapse rate = g/cp
g acceleration due to gravity
cp = specific heat at constant pressure
8T = lapse rate
az
The results of this calculation are summarized in Table II. They show
very similar values for a e 2 as were obtained by simple scaling of the
Earth ratio e/(1-e).
All of these calculations serve to emphasize that the fluctuations
in those signals which passed through the Venusian atmosphere appear to
be greater than one would predict on the basis of the turbulence
theories. Therefore, when applying the same scaling laws to Jupiter we
should remember that the predicted effects may be smaller than the real
effects. Further, as shown in Table II, the effects are borderline, which
means that one scaling indicates weak effects and the other strong effects.
It is this dilemma which prevents a conclusion at the present time.
B. MAGNETIC FIELD
The consensus seems to be that the Jovian magnetic-dipole moment
should scale from the Earth's directly as the mechanical moment (ref. 22).
That is, as I = 2/5 MR2 . Here M is the planetary mass and R the radius.
Further, the field of a magnetic dipole is proportional to R -3 . So,
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BJ MJ RJ2 RE3
-	 (9)
BE 
ME RE
2 RJ3
BJ MJ RE
BE ME RJ
From Table I we find:
BJ/BE ^ (300) (10/ ^ 30	 (10)
Since the Earth's magnetic field is about 0.5 gauss at the pole, Jupiter's
should be about 15 gauss. The fact that there is a r,agretic field is
closely related to the radio frequency emission from Jupiter. The
radiation in the decimeter range seems to be synchrotron radiation which
involves high-energy electrons orbiting magnetic -field lines. Unfortun-
ately, it is not possible to deduce the magnetic field unambiguously
from such observations, but it does indicate that Jupiter has a magnetic
field. See Michaux (ref. 15), Chapters 8 and 10.
C. RADIO-FREQUENCY EMISSION
The spectrum of radio-wave emission from the planet is reproduced
in Fig. 7 (ref. 23). It is important partly because it can provide
estimates of the electron concentration and magnetic field in the
outer atmosphere, and partly because it represents noise, which would
limit the sensitivity of receivers to telemetered data. From the
spectrum it can be seen that the region of lowest noise extends from
100 MHz to 10 GHz. Fortunately, the Jovian noise at the earth ' s surface
is small enough in the frequency band of primary interest (S-band) that
it will not be a problem for earth-based receivers. However, for lower
frequencies (10 MHz to 50 MHz) or for receivers located closer to the
planet (say on a relay satellite) the noise cold easily exceed thermal
noise. The region emitting S-band noise appears to be roughly three
Jovian radii from the planet. S-band noise received far away from the
source region can be computed by inverse -square-distance scaling of
noise strength received on earth, but close to, or inside the source
region such scaling is obviously unreliable.
Predictions of the concentration of charged particles (which must be
involved in any electromagnetic emission) and also the magnetic field,
(assuming it plays a part) are based on speculative theories in the
absence of adequate measurements, and are therefore also unreliable.
..--
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Figure 7. Spectrum of radio frequency radiation from Jupiter
(ref. 23).
The way these predictions have been integrated with other estimates, say,
of the magnetic field to yield "reasonable" results is rather complica-
ted (ref. 24); we will state only the results here. In the spectral
range near S-band, the radiation is believed to be synchrotron radiation
which is caused by relativistic electrons orbiting magnetic-field
lines. Combining this with a magnetic field which is about 1 guass in
the emitting region, one can estimate the particle flux and energy
(ref. 24). Since the energy is large, the electron vFlocity is near
c = 3 x 1010 cm/sec, which implies a concentration ^f order 10-2 - 10-3
electrons/cm3 . Clearly then, those electrons rP^ponsible for the
synchrontron radiation do not form an appreci-..tile ionosphere. The
radiation below 50 MHz is speculated to be due to plasma oscillations.
In that case, the observed frequencies would be just the plasma frequency
of the electron gas. This implies an electron concentration
4^r2f 
2E 
m
n =
	
	 2 °	 3 x l0^cm 3 . Here m, e, and eo are the electron mass,
e
electron charge, and free-space permittivity respectively. For the
calculation we took f p = plasma frequency = 50 MHz. This concentration
is rather high by earth standards which is surprising because the
incident (ionizing) radiation (from the sun) is smaller. Moroz (ref. 25)
offers as an explanation that the recombination rate for ions and
electrons may be lower than that for earth. Therefore, for a communica-
tions signal, the frequency should be kept above 100 MHz both from the
point of view of noise emission and possible ionospheric effects.
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In summary, our preliminary analysis indicates that in the region
above the cloud layer, the Jovian atmosphere and ionosphere should be
relatively transparent to electromagnetic radiation in the frequency
range near 1 GHz but perhaps not too near 2 GHz. Radio noise emission
from the planet will presumably also be minimal in that frequency
range. Further attention to these matters should help narrow the regions
of uncertainty, which will have to be resolved ultimately by actual
measurements in situ, say, by probing the Jovian atmosphere in the course
of future exploratory space-probe missions.
The above reported work is being continued in Phase 2 of the
present contract effort.
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VI. NEW TECt^iNOLOGY APPENDIX
While the work performed under this contract has led to improved
understanding of the comatunicationa medium, no technological innovation
was made.
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APPENllIX A
DETAILED CALCULATION OF TURBULENCE EFFECTS IN THE ATMOSPHERE
*
OF VENUS UPOiv PROPAGATION AT GHz FREQUENCIES
A. INTRODUCTION
The goal of the work described in this report is to estimate the
possibility of atmospheric turbu?.ence on Venus and its effect on 1 to 10
GHz radio-wave propagation. In order for radix waves at wavelength ^ to
be affected seriously by atmospheric turbulence, it is necessary that
the number o E 2 = k2 e ZLiL be of the order of unity or higher. This
number is determined by k 2n/^, by the dielectric strength E 2 which is
the variance of the dielectric permittivity (we prefer to use the
concise symbol a instead of the mare familirir 
L< 
(dE) 2 ^^ 1/2), by the
propagation distance L, and by an integral scale Li that is related
strongly to the macroscale of turbulence Lo . In order tizat Li be non-
zero, it is also necessary that
• trere is an inertial subrange of turbulence (i.e., the
Reynolds number Re is large) and
• the propagation distance L must be large cempa:ed to the
diffraction distance ARID determined by the microscale of
turbulence Rm.
The quantities e, Lo, and Re depend upon the properties cf the planetary
atmosphere. Of these, an upper bound to a can be obtained from the
measured steady-state refractivity p-ofiles (ref. 26). However, a can be
a small fraction of the refractivity and therefore such an estimate
requires caution in its use. The Reynolds number Re L oUv-1 , where U
is a typical input velocity creating the largest eddies and v is the
kinematic viscosity. Cor..sequent?.y, an estimate of Lo is crucial.
However, its very nature makes it an elusive parameter which depends
strongly on the (unknown) perturbing mechanism which sets up an inertial
subrange of turbulence. The viscosity v is less of a problem since the
composition and temperature of the Venusian atmosphere are sufficiently
well established for a reasonable estimate. The velocity U has been
est:^mated for diverse circulation models, and we shall adopt
Ohring's (ref. 13) estimate of U lying between 2 m/sec and $ ^/sec as a
reasonable working hypothesis.
* This Appendix contains essentially the same material as a recent
publication, D. A. deWolf, J. Geophys. Res. 75, 1202 (1370), based
on research performed for NASA/Ames Research Center under contract
NAS2-5310 and reported as CR-73346.
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Naturally, reliable estimates cannot be made in the absence of
actual measurements. To date, two sources of measurement are available.
On or about October 18, 1967 a USSR probe, "Venera-4", descended by
parachute at a speed of less than 10 m/sec about 12 km into the super-
refractive layer of the atmosphere of Venus (ref. 11), and L-band
measurements have been reported (reF• 12). A day later, a US probe,
"Irlariner-5", circled the planet and diverse occultation experiments were
performed (ref. 3). Figure A-1 is a sketch of these two experimental
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Figure A-1. Mariner-5 and Venera- 4 experiments.
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situations. A summary of the results from these two experimental probes
can ;^e found in the August 1968 issue of the Journal of Atmospheric
Science (Vol. 25). Our primary source is the brief report (ref. 12) on
fading of 1000 MHz signals relayed back to earth from the descending
Venera-4 * . This report gives two crucial numbers: a fading strength as
a function of altitude, and a fading rate. The latter number is not
utilized, and the authors conclude that e = 3 x 10 -5 , more than a factor
10 stronger than in Earth's troposphere. The analysis leading to this
result suffers from several defects: an arbitrary assumption made for
the fading rate is based on the doubtful assumption that the velocity
autocorrelation is gaussian. The estimate of the propagation distance
also appears not to be correct. The magnitude of the fading rate can be
utilized for a value of Lo; this in turn can be utilized with the
observed fading strength for extracting a value of e. The remainder of
this report is devoted to a new analysis of these measurem?nts, and we
will discuss the sensitivity of the results to the input assumptions.
B. FADING STRENGTH AND FADING RATE
It is a good approximation in these experiments to assume that the
electric field E(r) at a spatial location denoted by vector r would be
monochromatic if it traveled from its source to that location through
vacuum, i.e., Eo(r,t)^Ao(r) exp[i ^ o (r)] exp(-iwt), where w is the
(angular) carrier frequency. Upon traversing a medium with time
changes very slow compared to w- 1 , the field is modified to E(r,t) _
A(r,t) exp[i^(r,t)] exp(-iwt). It is also a good approximation to
replace A, and ^ by stochastic time-independent quantities that can be
strung together to simulate the actual time dependence. For a
stochastic propagation medium, such as turbulent air, the strength of
the signal A will fluctuate, and its statistics determine the fading.
A measure of fading strength is the ratio of standard deviation to mean
of A, namely oA with
Q 2 = ^A2 ^	 ^A^ 2	 (A-1)A	 ^A^2
It is this parameter that has been measured by Kolosov, et. al.,(ref. 12).
A similar parameter oI , which is :.-elated to I = A 2 in the same way that
oA depends on A, has been connected to atmospheric parameters in pre-
vious work (ref. 9):
* Information on two recent USSR-probe measurements--Venera-S and
Venera-6--is not yet available.
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a I2 = 1 -exp(-4Q e 2 )
	
(A-2)
where a e has been defined earlier. The relationship between aA and
oI depends in general upon the statistics of A. When o A is a small
number compared to unity, it follows that oA = a I / 2 + 0(oA2 ), and
since by the same token o I « 1, we see that 4o e 2 « 1, thus the
important corollary to Eq. (A-2) is
aA ^ a E + 0(a e 2 )
	
(A-3)
which enables us to relate the measured (small value of) aA to the
combination of atmospheric parameters o E . We have defined all of the
parameters in o f except the integral scale L i which is given for
probe-earth communicatio ►i by
2
L = 1	 dKK^(K)	 1 - sin(K L/k)	 (A-4)i	 16^r	 (K2L/k)0
where ^(K) is the spectrum of the turbulent velocities; a function
determined solely by turbulence dynamics.
The envelope fading rate f A is given by the average number of
crossings per-unit time of A(t) over the mean value <A>. A well-
known expression for fA is (ref. 27)
l 
1/2
fA = 2^ ^^ (dI/dt) 2 ^ / ^ I 2 ^J
11 1/2
Tao 2^T	 2-2 ^I(t) I(t+T)^ / ^ I2 ^ J 	 (A-5)C
By a trivial extension of the theory utilized (ref. 9) to obtain
Eq. (A-2) we can derive that
^I2 ^ - ^ I(t)I(t+T)^ _ ^ I^ 2	 1 - exp ^ -4oE2(0 )+4oE2(T)J^
a E 2 (T) = k2 e 2LLi (T)	 (A-6)
in which expression L i (T) is given by Eq. (A-4) except that instead of
^(K) we have ^(K;T); the spectrum of turbulent velocities obtained by
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rcorrelating velocities measured a time T apart. As T ; 0, ^(K;T) -^ ^(K).
We can make three simplifications:
• Since C4o E 2 (0) - 4o E 2 (T)^ « 1 we expand the exponential in (A-6)
and retain only the lowest term.
• Since K2L/k will be shown a posteriori not to be much less than
unity, we can drop the second term of L i and Li (T) as given in
(A-4).
• Favre's hypthesis (ref. 28) can be utilized to relate ^(K;T) to
^(K). Favre purports that the local velocity v(r,T) which can
be written for T ; 0 as v(r-UT,O) follows a gaussian distribu-
tion with a variance U 2 around the mean (taken to be zero for
convenience; a deviation from zero will not modify the argu-
ment). Consequently
^(K;T) _ ^(K) exp(-2K2U2 T 2 )
	
(A-7)
If these three simplifications are utilized in (A-5) and (A-6), we
obtain:
1/2
dKK3^(K)
fA = ^U o f	 ^	 (A-8)
dKK^(K)
The formulas (A-3) and (A-8) enable us to estimate Lo , because we can
replace o f in Eq. (A-8) by the measured a A, insert the observed value
of fA, and thus obtain a value for the ratio of integrals (which
depends on Lo , and only weakly on other parameters as we Fill yet show).
Having obtained Lo, we can compute L i , and then utilize oA2 = o E2 =
k2 e 2LiL to obtain a value of a which does not depend on an ad hoc
assumption for L .
0
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C. DETAILED PARAMETRIC STUDY
Clearly, a crucial step in this investigation is the calculation of
the zero-to-infinity integrals of K^(K) and K 3^(K). The first of these
determines Li and thus a E . Turbulence theory yields forme for the
spectrum ^(K) consisting of three subranges of wave-number K (ref. 28):
a feeding range which is highly unpredictable, an inertial subrange
between wave-numbers Ko 2^rLo -1 and Km 2^rR.^ 1 which has a universal
form, and a viscous disipation range for K > Km. This dissipation range
contributes negligibly to the integrals; it is for that reason that
condition (c) was stated in part A of the Appendix since otherwise the
bracketed factor in Eq. (A-4) would quench the integral. If there is no
inertial subrange, the integrals are small because, essentially, there
is no turbulence. Consequently, the existence of an inertial subrange
must be postulated in order to justify appreciable fading, and it is
fortunate that its form can be predicted by a universal similarity
theory ascribed to Kolmogorov, regardless of the origin of turbulence
[see e.g., Tatarski (ref. 28)]:
^(K) Y Lo-2/3 R 11/3 Ko < K < ^	 (A-9)
The choice of the constant in Eq. (A-9) requires some comment. Strohbehn
(ref. 29) recommends utilizing the form
YLo3 exp(-K2 /Km2)
^(K)	 11/6(1 + K2Lo2)
(A-10)
for the entire spectrum. The normalization requires that the 0 to ^ in-
tegral of K2^(K), which we name M2, be 2^r 2 . This sets Y ^ 15.5, and
(A-10) reduces to (A-9) in the inertial subrange. Upon utilizing (A-9)
and setting ^^(K) = 0 for K > Ko , K > m we obtain
(^^
Ml - J	 dKK^(K) = 5 YLo
0
(^^
M3 = J	 dKK3^(K) = 3YKm1/3Lo -2/3	 (A-lla)
0
If we utilize Eq. (A-10), we obtain to good approximation
Ml
 = 5 YLo	M3 = 2.79 YKml /3'•0
-2/3	 (A-llb)
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The results in Eq. (A-11) indicate that the feeding and dissipation
ranges inc'eed do not contribute appreciably to M 1 and M3 ; consequently,
also not to M2 and we may therefore set Y	 15.5 in Eqs (A-9) and (A-11),
and utilize Eq. (A-llb) for the remaining calculations. It is now a
simple matter to insert into Eq. (A-8) to obtain
f	 1.866 a U L -5/6 ^ -1/6 	 (A-12)
A	 E	 o	 m
Now we need only to relate km to Lo. The Kolmogorov similarity theory
yields the following two relationships:
Qm = ym (Re)-3/4Lo , Re = YR ULo v-1	 (A-13)
From these two relationships we eliminate SCm in Eq. (A-12) in favor of
Lo , and after some rearrangement we obtain using Eq. (A-3):
L = 2.05 ^ -4/21 Y 1/7 0 8/7 v-1/7 U9/7 f -8/7	 (A-14)
o	 m	 R	 A	 A
The constant Ym is of order unity and since it appears as about a one-
fifth power, we may ignore it. The constant YR may be somewhat larger
or smaller since we have chosen U to be the re resentative root-mean-
square velocity appearing in Eq. (A-7), but ^^R^ /^ can be safely
considered to be close to unity. Since the viscosity also appears as a
weak parameter, it need be estimated only roughly. We see that our
estimate of Lo depends crucially only upon estimates of U and fA.
Now we insert Eq. (A-10) into Eq. (A-4) to obtain L = 0.186E , and
	 -
	
insert this into o
	 Upon utilizing Eq. (A-3) we obtaini	 o
E
	
_	 _ 1
E= aA k 1 L 1/2 (0.186Lo ) 2	 (A-15)
	 _
The dependence of E 2 upon the parameters is thus the same as that of
Lo-1 as given in Eq. (A-14).
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D. APPLICATION TO VENERA-4 AND MARINER-5 llATA
Kolosov, et al., (ref. 12) report a measurement of oA and of fA at
1 GHz. After a number of corrections for probe oscillations, inter-
planetary, and earth's atmospheric effects, they conclude that
aA = 0.18 + 0.05 is an average value for the fading strength in the
"lowest" 20 km of the Venusian atmosphere. Since there is ambiguity in
interpreting Venera-4 altitudes above the Venusian surface (ref. 30)
(the Verera-4 data is consistent with the Mariner-5 data only if the
Venera-4 altitudes are considered to be about 25 km higher above the
surface than was initially thought to be the case) we prefer to say that
Venera-4 penetrated about 12 km into the super-refractive region
(ref. 26). The observed fading rate appears to be of the order of
fA
	1 sec.
We need choose only values for v and U and apply Eq. (A-14). The
viscosity v scales with T1/2p-1 (T temperature, p	 density) so that
allowing for a factor 2 in T, a factor 14 in p (ref. 11), we obtain a
viscosity value of about 10% of the equivalent earth's surface value.
Taking the CO2 viscosity for the latter to be 10 -6m2sec-1 , we obtain
v ^ 10-^m2sec-l . Taking U = 5 m/sec we then obtain L o ^ 23 meters.
Ignoring the constant ^yR, we see that Rec.^10 9 , surely a very high value
which makes the existence of an inertial subrange probable.
One extra difficulty remains in obtaining E. We disagree with the
value L = 20 km utilized in the calculation by Kolosov, et al. (ref. 12).
At the altitude of critical reflectivity the refractivity N decreases
exponentially from z o with descent; the exponential decrease is governed
by a scale height (e-folding height) h ^ 13 km. Since, presumably, the
ratio E/N is fairly constant, it appears that E(z) is an exponential
function of altitude. The definition of o 2 should then be replaced by
E
Z	 Z
	
O	 O
	oE2 = k2Li	dz E2 (z) = k2Li E 2 (zo-L)	 f	 dz a-2z/h	 (A-16)
	
z -L	 z -L0	 0
Since h/2 < 20 km we obtain to^good approximation that L should be
replaced by h/2, and e 2 by the lowest effective value (12 km below
the critical reflectivity) which we will denote by E 2 (-12 km). In-
serting this into Eq. (A-15) together with L o
 = 23 km we obtain
E(-12 km) z 5.1 x 10-4 Since the dependence on velocity is not weak we
present a table for three velocities in the predicted (ref. 13) scale:
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U in m/sec Lo in m e x 104
2 8 9.2
5 23 5.1
8 42 3.8
(A-17)
These estimates for a lie more than an order of magnitude above those
of Kolosov, et al., (ref. 12), yet we also obtain an estimate of L o that
is not very different from their ad hoc input of L o ^ 50m.
Let us now apply these findings to the situation of Mariner-5. In
the occultation experiment, the ray path could not penetrate the super-
refractive region; consequently it probed a region of weaker E. On the
other hand, the effective path is longer. The nature of the path is
such that we must replace L e 2 in the definition of a2 (e) by
r^	 2 2
e2 (R = 0)	 J	 dr exp -2
h R +r	 ^ e 2 (0)[^rRhj l/2	(A-18)
_,^
where e(0) is the value at the critical refractive altitude, and R is
the sum of this altitude and the planetary radius. Because R » h, the
evaluation worked out in F^y. (A-18) will be a good approximation. If we
take e(-12 lun) = 5 x 10-4 , we obtain e(0) ^ 2 x 10 -4 . The effective
length [nRh] 1/2 x 245 km. At the Mariner-5 S-band frequency (2300 MHz)
these values lead to values of o E (z) > 0.1 for z < 60 km. The distance
z is defined as the distance of closest approach of a ray to the super-
refractive region and the simple calculation assumes (incorrectly) that
h is constant outside of this region, It appears from the S-band
occulation experiment (ref. 2) that rays penetrated down to about 45 km
altitude (the critical refractivity altitude is 37 km in Mariner-5
coordinates), thus if turbulence persisted at all altitudes with e V h
then one might have expected some fading. There is evidence for some
fading effects [ Kliore, et. al., (ref. 2)j; a calculation based on
Eq. (A-12) yields a fading rate of 0.5 Hz which, together with a E ti 0.1
(yielding 20^L excursions of signal amplitude from the mean) at the 17:37
time of Fig. 1 in this reference, appears to be not inconsistent with the
exhibited scintillations. However, Venera-4 measured atmospheric
conditions at a different location above Venus and down to an altitude
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10 to 20 km lower than Mariner-5 did (see Fig. A-1). It is quite
conceivable that turbulence occurs in layers which are at lower altitudes
and/or at different locations from those probed by Mariner-5 rays. It is
also possible that the defocusing effects (ref. 2) for strongly refracted
rays prevailed, eclipsing those due to turbulence fading. Consequently,
other explanations (ref. 31) cannot be ruled out.
Finally, if turbulence persists at lower altitudes, it will be even
stronger than Eq. (A-17). Adopting the Mariner-5 altitude scale, which
sets the values of a :n Eq. (A-17) at an altitude of 25 km above the
surface, we extend the exponential law down to the surface to obtain the
dependence of e(z) for various estimates of velocity U in Fig. A-2. We
also plot o E (z) for a vertical propagation path from z'	 z to z' _ ^;
this quantity initially scales linearly with frequency and because of
the coupling between our estimates of Lo and E we obtain one value for
the three velocity estimates. In the course of the analysis, however,
we have simplified L i by ignoring the K2L/k term in (A-4).
Tatarski (ref. 28) discusses the effect of this term and shows that it
can be ignored when L /1cLo 2 > 1. In the Venera-4 experiment L ^ 7 x 103m,
k 21 m-1 and Lo sa► 23 which makes L/kLo2 ^ 0.6. This value will
not change the estimate of L i significantly and it is therefore valid
to ignore the term for these gurposes. On th.: other hand, as fre-
quency increases, the effect of this term increases rapidly and the
result of that will be to decrease the value of L i . Consequently, ae
will increase less slowly with frequency than a linear increase at
higher frequencies. For L « kL o2 we may insert Eq. (A-9) into Eq.
(A-4) to obtain
L = 0.141 L -2/3k 5/6L5/6i	 o
(0.186Lo ) x 0.76(L/kLo2 ) 5/6 (A-19)
With this correction we plot a 2 GHz, a 5 GHz, and a 10 GHz curve for
a E (z) in Fig. A-2, It is noteworthy that stronger fading effects are
predicted at C-band and higher frequencies in the region where Venera-4
observed mild fading at 1 GHz. We wish to emphasize that the extrapola-
tion of the 25 km value of E and a E in Fig. A-2 to lower altitudes than
25 km above the Venusian surface is contingent upon turbulence actually
extending all the way down from the region where Venera-4 measured
fading. By "all the way" we mean that the ratio of the turbulence
parameter a to the refractivity N ib constant down to the surface. In
acr.ual fact, turbulence may occur in layers of width less than a scab
height and then the estimates of a E would not be right for vertical
paths. Future radio links are not restricted to vertical paths. Since
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Figure b-2. Turbulence and fading strength estimates for Venusian
atmosphere.
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the eddy input energy will scale with density, i.e., with refractivity,
it is reasonable to expect a to scale with N. Therefore, the estimates
of Fig. A-2 might be considered as possible fading effects for paths of
the order of 10 km through turbulent regions.
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FIRST REAPPRAISAL OF MARINER-S SIGNAL LOSS UPON OCCULTATION
The question of Mariner-5 observations of radio-signal fading due to
atmospheric turbulence on Venus is considered here. The S -band measure-
ments, in Seience (ref. 32), have been re-examined with the aid of the
ray-trajectory data pertaining to Fig. 1 of that article, kindly made
available to us by A. Kliore. The conclusion drawn from a sample
computation is that Mariner-5 observed fading is consistent in strength
(perhaps also in rate) with the Venera-4 observations.
The sample calculation is based on a chosen segment of the data of
Fig. 2 of the Mariner-5 S-band measurements (ref. 32), namely a 20-sec.
span starting at 1740 ft. 10 in. during which interval no low-frequency
defocusing effect appears to be appreciable. The signal amplitude is
replotted on an arbitrary scale as a function of time in our Fig. 3.
Referring to the notation of Appendix A, we have computer a A ^ 0.5 for
the fading strength, and a count of level crossings yields an estimate
fA ^ 0.4 Hz. The fading rate estivate is presumably not very accurate,
and fA is grossly estimated (ref. 31) to be of the order of 1 Hz. The
altitude of closest approach of Mariner-5 signals (reaching Earth) to
the surface of Venus is approximately 30 lcm, and this altitude changes
slightly at a velocity of 20 m/sec during the data interval. Note that
the fading is not a serious communication problem because the ray does
not penetrate the most dense region of the atmosphere.
The Venera-4 results can be used as follows to predict the above
described Mariner-5 quantities. Equations (A-16) and (A-18) allow for
conversion of the graphs of o£(z) in Fig. A-2 from the Venera-4
geometry to that cr Mariner-5 by multiplying the values of o f read from
these graphs by the ratio of the effective pathlengths of these
different communication links, i.e., by the factor Y = (4^rR/h)1/4. For
R = 6050 km and h = 13 icm, the factor Y ,.6.1. The S-band rays grazing
at 30 km altitude above the Venusian surface therefore are predicted to
fade ;with a E ^ 0.6. Since oA2 ^[1=exp(-4oe2 ) ] /4 for ae < 1, it follows
that aA ^ 0.45, a result to be considered fortuitously close to the
actual observed fading strength. Because there is a 0.2 sec lowest-
frequency cutoff in the utilized data, the fading rate must be calcula-
ted by Eq. (A-12) with Qm = 0.2 Us . The sweep velocity Us of the
Iiariner-S rays moves the point of closest approach to the surface by
roughly 20 m/sec in the data interval and therefore dominates the much
slower intrinsic-turbulent motion in aetermining fading. Utilizing
Us = 20 m/ sec, km = 4m, ve = 0.6, we obtain,
fA z 18 Lo-5/6 Hz
(L in m)
0
(B-1)
What is so interesting about this result is that it yields another
estimate of the macroscale of turbulence Lo , and therefore - according
to the table (A-17) - an estimate of a wind-shear velocity U. Since
the Mariner-5 observations at S-band appear to yield fading rates fA in
the order of 0.4 to 1 Hz, they appear to be consistent with Venera-4
observations and our analysis if 35 m < L o < 70 m. Concomitantly
7 m sec-1 < U < 13 m sec-1 is an estimate of the turbulence velocities
consistent with both Venera-4 and Mariner-5 measurements. There is an
uverlap with the estimates (ref. 31) 2 m sec-1 < U < 8 m sec-1 which
predated probe observations, and if these are to be consistent with
Mariner-5 and Venera-4 measurements (in as much as the underlying
scaling laws are also part of the consistency check) the optimal esti-
mates for turbulence close to the Venusian super-refractive altitude
are:
L = 35+5m
o	 —
U= 7+lmsec-1 	(B-2)
The interesting point to be reiterated is that turbulence considerations
provide a range of wind velocities independent of ^he 19 F,6 estimates
(ref. 33) based on models of the atmospheric circu]_ation. The overlap
is quite narrow and yields a velocity and a concomitant macroscale.
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